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Governments and Sugar
Sugar affords an interesting example of the way in which governments
alter the location of human activities. Up to about 1930 Java was one
of the world's chief sources of sugar. The crop was profitable to the
Dutch, who supplied the necessary capital and sent out managers and
technical men, and to the Javanese, who worked ?n the fields and the
mills. Then carne the great financial depression which began in 1929.
In all the advanced countries people had less money than before and
soon tens of millions were out of work. Almost everyone had to econo-
mize, and one of the easiest ways to do so was to cut out candy and
other sweets. This reduced the demand for sugar and lowered prices.
Then various governments began to do something to help their own
sugar raisers. The United States raised its tariff on sugar, and then
established quotas. The quotas meant that Louisiana could raise a cer-
tain amount, the beet-sugar people of the United States their special
amount, and the same for Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines.
After our own sugar raisers had thus been taken care of as well as possible,
Cuba was given a preferential tariff—a lower rate than other nations—
so that it could sell its sugar to us at rates which other producers could
not afford.
At the same time Germany, France, Great Britain, and many other
European countries gave their own beet-sugar raisers special advantages,
either by clapping on tariffs against other nations or by paying bounties
according to the amount of sugar beets raised by the farmers. Another
new factor was that the government of India helped British and Indian
capitalists to establish a great number of modern 'sugar mills in that
country, whose vast population makes it one of the big sugar users. The
result was that poor Java could find no place in which to sell most of its
sugar. The sugar industry fell all to pieces and became insignificant
compared with what it used to be. Such changes in the geographical
distribution of human activities often occur because of new inventions
and discoveries, as well as because of the action of governments. Cuba
has suffered gready because of low prices for sugar, but not so much
as Java.
How Plantations Promote Civilization
Plantation agriculture is beginning to have an important effect upon
tropical civilization. In places where there are no plantations, white adven-
turers still send the natives out into the jungle to gather wild cacoa, wild
cinchona, wild rubber, and even wild hemp and wild bananas. The
natives live as they have always lived. If they have enough to eat, they
stay at home no matter how eager the white man may be to complete

